We use the word "number" to mean positive integer, and "set" to mean set of positive integers. A set a is called simple (after Post [l ]) iff a is r.e. (recursively enumerable), infinite, and its complement à, though infinite, contains no infinite recursively enumerable subset. We shall call a set a effectively simple if a and its complement are infinite, a is r.e., and there exists a recursive function a(x) such that for any number i for which w¡ is disjoint from a, the number a(i) is greater than the number of elements of o>j.2 Informally speaking, this means that any w, disjoint from a is not only finite (which simply says that a is simple), but that we can effectively find a bound for the number of elements of w,-.
We use the word "number" to mean positive integer, and "set" to mean set of positive integers. A set a is called simple (after Post [l ] ) iff a is r.e. (recursively enumerable), infinite, and its complement à, though infinite, contains no infinite recursively enumerable subset. We shall call a set a effectively simple if a and its complement are infinite, a is r.e., and there exists a recursive function a(x) such that for any number i for which w¡ is disjoint from a, the number a(i) is greater than the number of elements of o>j.2 Informally speaking, this means that any w, disjoint from a is not only finite (which simply says that a is simple), but that we can effectively find a bound for the number of elements of w,-.
The original simple set S constructed by Post [l] is effectively simple, indeed it is immediate from Post's argument that the function <t(x) = 2x+l has the desired property. As is well known, the set S is not hypersimple. Our present purpose is to prove the existence of an effectively simple set which is also hypersimple.
A number i is said to be a deficiency point of a function f(x) if there exists a number j > i such that f(j) <f(i). The set of all deficiency points of / is called the deficiency set of /. Dekker [4 ] has shown that if / is a 1-1 recursive function which enumerates a recursively enumerable but not recursive set, then the deficiency set of / is simple, in fact hypersimple. We show Theorem. Let f be a 1-1 recursive function which enumerates a creative set C. Then the deficiency set D of f is effectively simple.
In the above theorem, the set D is hypersimple (by Dekker's theorem), so we obtain a hypersimple set which is effectively simple.
Proof of Theorem. For any set A, let A * be the set of all numbers x such that for some element y of A, x<f(y), but x^f(w) for every r. m. smullyan [December wúy. Thus xEA*<->(3y) [yEAAx<f(y)A(Vw)¿v x¿¿f(w)]. It is clear that if A is r.e., so is A*. Moreover given any index i of A, we can effectively find an index of A * ; more precisely, there is a general recursive function t(x) such that for every i, cof(,-)=co*. This follows by the iteration theorem (cf. [2, p. 68, Theorem 2 ]), since the condition (3y)[yGwjA^á/(y)A(Vw)s" X9^f{w)\ is a recursively enumerable relation (of the 2 variables x, z).
We now show that if co¿ is disjoint from the deficiency set D of/, then co* must be disjoint from C; equivalently, if co* has an element in common with C, then co¿ has an element in common with D. For suppose co* has an element in common with C. This element is of the form/(z), since C is the range of/. Thus/(z)£co*, so for some y Eco,-, f(z)èf(y), but /(z) T^fiw) for every w^y. In particular, f(z)9éf(y). Hence f(z)<f(y).
Since f{z)9éf{w) for every w¿y, then z^w for every w^y (because/is 1-1). This implies that z>y. Thus/(z) <f(y), but z>y. Hence y is a deficiency point of/, so must be in the set D.
Thus y is in both co¿ and D.
We next show that for any set co,-, if a is any number outside both C and co*, then a is greater than/(y) for every y Eco,-. For take a number a outside C and co*. Since a$C, then a is not of the form f(w). Since aE«t*, then for every y Eco,-, either a>f(y), or a=f(w) for some w¿y. The latter alternative cannot hold, since o is not of the form f(w). Hence a>f(y).
The set C is creative; let <6(x) be a productive function for the complement of C. We take the function t(x) previously considered, and we assert that c/>[¿(x)] is the function we seek, i.e., if co,-is disjoint from D, then ci>[/(x)] must be an upper bound for the number of elements of co,. The proof of this merely pieces together facts which we have already proved. Suppose co, is disjoint from D. Then co^) is disjoint from C. Hence <j>[t(i) ] must be outside both C and co,-(because cf> is a productive function for the complement of C). Hence </>[í(¿)] is greater than/(y) for every y£co¿. Since / is 1-1, then $[¿(í)] must be greater than the number of elements of oii. This concludes the proof.
Remarks. Some time ago I posed the question to Gerald T. Sacks whether there exists any simple set which is not effectively simple. He has recently proved that there does, and has submitted this result to this journal. 1 . Introduction. In 1959, Sinai (see [l] ) gave an improved version of the definition of entropy for a measure-preserving transformation on a probability space. Included in the same paper was a theorem which made possible the computation of the entropy of certain invertible measure-preserving transformations.
In this paper we prove a theorem, similar to that of Sinai, for measure-preserving transformations which are not necessarily invertible.
Preliminaries.
Let (X, S, ¡j) be a probability space, and T a measure-preserving transformation on X. If A and C are subfields of S with A finite, then the "entropy" and "conditional entropy" of A, denoted H(A) and H(A/C), respectively, are defined in Halmos [2] . Using these concepts, the entropy of T is defined as follows. Let A be a finite subfield of S, then VJL0 T~'A is a finite subfield of S, and Sinai's essential idea was to avoid taking the supremum by exhibiting a finite subfield A of S for which h(T, A) gave the supremum, but his proof depended on the invertibility of T. The theorem proved below replaces the supremum over all finite subfields A by a supreReceived by the editors February 2, 1963 and, in revised form, August 1, 1963. 1 Some of the contents of this paper were included in the author's doctoral dissertation, under the direction of Professor G. A. Hedlund, at Yale University, where the author held a National Science Foundation Graduate Fellowship.
